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ABSTRACT. It is suggestcd tha t the dark and light bands associated with a wave ogive system are the 
result o f preferentia l adsorption of wind-blown dust by interstitial wa ter held in na rrow coarsely crystalline 
bands, which a re more frequent in the dark ba nds. These narrow bands a re presumed to be produced by 
regelation on the closure of extensive crevasses in the cwm zone above the ice fa ll a nd that, a lthough originally 
unifo rmly distributed , there is a bunching effect caused by velocity flu ctuations in the glacier at the to p o f 
the ice fa ll. These velocity flu ctuations, which are attenuated by irregula rities in the g lacier's bed , produce 
waves at these points, multiple irregularities producing multiple wave systems. 

R ESU ME. On suggere que les bandes sombres et claires associees avec un sys teme d 'onde en ogive sont le 
resultat d ' une adsorption prefe rentiellc de la poussiere transportee par le vent par I'eau intersticiell e conte nue 
da ns les bandes etroites a gros cristaux qui sont plus frequentes dans les bandes sombres. On pense que ees 
bandes e troites sont produites par regel a la fermeture des crevasses im port antes dans la zone de "corrie" 
au-dessus de la chute de g lace et que, !.Jien qu 'e lles soient a l'origine unifonnement repanies, il y a un effe t 
de g roupcment cause par les varia tions de v itesse dans le glac ie r au sommet d e la chute de g lace. C es 
variations de vitesse, qui sont attenuees pa r les irregularites du lit du glacier, produ isent des ondes en ces 
points, les nombreuses irregula rites engendrant de nombreux systemes d'onde. 

Z USA MMENFASSUNG. Man kann a nnehmen, dass die dun klen und hel len Bander eines Ogiven-Systems d as 
Ergebnis der selektiven Adsorption von windverwehtem Staub durch Wasse r in den Fugen von 
schma len, grosskristallinen Ba ndcrn si nd, d ie am ha ufigsten in d en dunklen Ba ndern anzutreffen sind. 
Diese schma lcn Bander werden vermutlich durch Gefriervorgange beim Schliessen g rosser Spalten in d er 
Kar-Zone liber dem G le tscherbruch gebilde l. Ihre ursprling li ch regclmassige V erteilung wird durch 
Druckwirkungen, die si ch durch Geschwindigkeitsanderungen im Gletschcr a m oberen Rand des Eisfa lles 
einstcllen , zusammengepress t. Solche G eschwindigkeitsanderungen , di e durch Unregelmassigkeiten im 
G letscherbett abgeschwacht werden, erzeugen Wellen an di escn Punkten, wobei viclfa ltige U nregelmas
sigke ite n a uch vielfa ltige W ellensysteme zur Folge haben. 

I NTRODUCTION 
This paper has been stimulated by the descriptions of ogive systems given by King and 

Lewis ( 1961 ) and by Fisher ( 1962) ; however these papers trea t on ly temperate a lpine glaciers. 
The author has pa rticipitated in detail ed research on ogive systems in I ce la nd and Greenland 
and has a lso examined them in Alaska. These three regions have different climatic conditions 
and the characteristics of the ogive systems formed under the various regimes a re somewhat 
different. This paper describes briefly some of the features of the ogive systems observed ; it 
compares their typical characteristics a nd attempts to corre late them in order to consider 
theori es for the formation of bands and waves. 

I CELAND (Cambridge South-East I celand Expedition , 1957) 
An in tensive study was made of th e ogive system on Svinafellsjbkull, an outlet glacier 

from the ice cap Vatnajbkull, and some neighbouring g laciers showing ogives were a lso 
examined (Elliston, 1957) . Svinafellsjbkull appears to be very simi la r to the temperate a lpine 
type of g laciers of Norway so well described by Lewis and others. I ts ice fall has a drop of 
about 5 00 m . and its surface gradient is nearly 35 degrees. It is I km. wide at the ice fall and 
the firn line is approximately mid-way up the ice fall at 1,050 m. 

The waves are not immediately discernible being only a few meters in a mplitude ; in fac t, 
considering the vigorous ice fa ll , they are small even compared with other a lpine glaciers. 
There are a nnual waves and bands, some of them multiple. The wave-length agrees with the 
annual movement, within the accuracy of observational extrapolation, and decreases on 
descending the glacier from a maximum wave-length of about 2 00 m. at the foot of the ice 
fall. We fo und it easier to distinguish the dark bands later in the summer, though even then 
they were not striking. However, much of the local rock is of volcanic origin and produces 
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coarse particles on weathering that are not easily transported by wind ; also this part of 
Iceland is notoriously wet. Both of these factors reduce the amount of local wind-blown dust 
and this probably explains why the bands are not darker. We were able to locate the dark 
bands as being on the forward or down-glacier crests of the waves, as shown schematically in 
Figure l. This is the opposite of the relationship suggested by Nye and Lewis for the Odinsbre 
ogive system on Austerdalsbreen (King and Lewis, 196 I , p. 935) . Indeed, if their observation 
is correct, I think that it m a y be something unusual since all the ogive systems I have 
investigated have had the dark bands on the lower edges of the waves . There is a great deal 
of avalanching on the ice fall in the summer and this is probably a significant contribution to 
the glacier 's movement. 

ere st 

~ Fl ow 

Trou gh t 
Gl acie r·s Sur f a ce 

Fig . I . Tyjlical jJrojiie oJ wave ogives showing positions oJ dark bands relative to waves 

GREENLAND (Cambridge W es t Greenland Glacio logical Expedition , 1958) 
A detailed stud y was m a d e of the wave ogives and ba nds on the glacie r L yngbr<e, a n 

outflow from the Sukker toppen ice cap . Observations of the eastern fo rk of the glacier 
V immelskafte t were a lso m a d e. The main scientifi c reports of the expedition a re not ye t 
compl eted . 

Th e waves were typically of la rge amplitude a nd were form ed on the lower pa rts of the ice 
fa lls ra ther tha n benea th them. Dark ba nds were located on the down-glacier sides of the 
waves. 

The m ain L yngbr<e ice fa ll is a bout 400 m. high and 0 · 8 km . across. Its g ra dient averages 
a bout 35 degrees on the upper pa rt of the ice fa ll and the rim line is a littl e a bove the (op of 
the ice fall. There is very little avalanching on the ice fall. T he wave system star ts mid-way up 
the ice fall. The waves them selves a re very pronounced ; in some cases the lea ding edges of 
the waves a re nearly vertical 2 0 m. cliffs. The uppermost waves in any system are a lways hard 
to distinguish , but we could discern here tha t the highest waves were in fact multiple waves 
which la ter coa lesced to form single waves as the glacier d escended the ice fa ll. T he wa ve
length at the bo ttom of th e ice fa ll was compatible wi th the extrapolated annua l movemen t 
a t tha t point of about 100 m. The da rk bands were very distinct on the down-glacier slopes 
of the waves, a nd the bands continued to be visible right down to the glacier's terminus, over 
a hundred in all. They becam e very much darker during the season ; indeed it was noticeable 
on a photographic exposure meter that, whereas in mid July, the difference between readings 
on dark and light bands was half a stop, by late August, this contrast had increased to more 
than two stops. The very large increase in the amount of surface dirt was attributed primarily 
to the unusually large amount of wind-blown dust produced by the frequent rock fall s 
resulting from severe frost shatter, rather than dirt contained in the ice being exposed by 
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ablation. On one occasion a particula rly large rock fall produced a cloud of rock flour over 
half a kilometer long. 

A careful inspection was made of the complex wave system found on the ice fa ll of the 
eastern fork of Vimmelskaftet, sin ce it was considered that this evidence would be very useful 
for testing many theories of wave formation. This ice fa ll , which descends about 300 m., is 
o· 5 km. wide a nd the average gradient is 33 degrees. The firn line is about 100 m. above the 
top of the ice fa ll , a nd there is not much avalanching on the ice fall though there are big 
seracs. Figure 2 is a sketch map of the main features of the ice fa ll and shows, looking up
glacier from beneath the ice fa ll , a small va ll ey running down the lower part of the ice fall 
just left (east) of centre (see a lso Figure 3). To the right, after working out the sequence of the 

Se a le 11-----------l1 1/2 Km . 

Dirt 

Bands 

ROCK 

ROCK 

t 
N. 

FLOW 
Icefall 

::::==:::- Wa yes 

Fig . 2 . Sketch mal) DJ eastern Jork oJ VimmelskaJtet, Greenland, showing the main J eatme,. oJ the ice faLL and Ihe ogive ,~ )''\Ienr 

waves, whose wave-length decreases as the glacier descends, it is clear that about a third of the 
way up the ice fa ll two waves are formed each year, a major wave and a subsidiary, slightly 
smaller wave beneath it; as the g lacier descends the sequence of waves clearly shows that the 
subsidia ry wave is g radua lly merged with the leading edge of the major wave. The process is 
complete after descending about eight years (or major waves) . To the left of the valley the 
multiplicity of waves is even more complex. Major waves may be distinguished, and these 
appear to be related to major waves on the right-hand side of the vall ey; however some of 
these major waves have one subsidiary small wave beneath them and some have two discern
ible. The a lternation between one or two subsidiary waves appears to be random. Again the 
major wave coalesces with its subsidiaries. Where the central valley ends with its stream 
entering a moulin (at about the 15th wave) the major waves become continuous right across 
the glacier, this remains true as far down the g lacier as the waves are visible (som e twenty to 
thirty waves) . The dark bands are easi ly visib le on this glacier and are located on the forward 
or down-g lacier slopes of both major a nd subsid iary waves and continue a long way down the 
g lacier from the wave system. 
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Fig. 3. Eastern fork of Vimmelskaftet, Creenland. This ice fall has a complex system of wave ogives. To the right of the valley 
a double wave isformed each year which coalesces lower down the system into a single annual wave; to the left an irregular 
number of waves (two or Ihree ) are formed each year alld later coalesce to form a wave continuous across the valley. Nole 
the dirt bands all the forward edges of the waves 

ALASKA ( M ILTON MT. MCKI NLEY R ANGE EXPEDITION, [960) 
A brief study was m ade of a wave ogive system at 2, ISO m. on the south side of the north 

fork of the Eldridge G lacier (see Fig. 4) . A description of the region has been given (Carter 

Fig. 4. Wave system on the Ilorthfork of the Eldridge Clacier, Alaska. The system ends at about 2, 150 m. a.s.l. and the./im 
line on this glacier is at about 1 ,800 m. a.s.l., so that the whole system is well above the./irn line. Note the avalanching 
into the cwm and also that the waves start at the top of the ice fall 
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and Atherton, 196 1). The waves are formed on a sm a ll ice fa ll of about 150 m. drop a nd a 
gradient of 20 degrees on a tributary glacier emerging from a cwm to the sou th. T here is 
considerable avalanch ing into this cwm as shown in the photograph (Fig. 4) . T here are fo ur 
waves which appear to be annual. Figure 5 is a sketch map of the profi le. 

T he system is unusual in that it is entirely above the firn line a n d that, in this reg ion , the 
main accumula tion period is during the latc summer. Nye's th eory of summer a blation 
(Nye, ' 958) acting on a thi n fast-moving ice fa ll , red ucing the am ou nt of ice descending during 
the summer compared with the snow-blanketed w inter ice which follows, forming a wave, 
cannot be inverted to exp la in such waves. The h igh est wave is nea r the top of the ice fa ll , so 
that it takes several seasons for the ice to move down the ice fa ll , t herefore there cannot be a 
separation into ice descending during the winter a nd ice descending during th e summer as 
r equired by such a theory. T he wave-lengths increase going h igh er , as on an ice fa ll below the 

Horizontal scale : I I 100 meters 
x2 vertical exaggeration 

>< : Observation points 

\ 
\ 

Subsid iary 

Fig. 5. Profile oI lhe wave s)'slelll 0 11 a Irib1!ta~v glacier enlering Ihe lIorlh fork oI the Eh/ridge Glacier from Ihe .lOlIth at an 
elevatioll oI a/J/J1"Uril1laleil' 2 . 150111 . (jllsl below the lowesl crest shown). The observations were made IIsing a rallge~{tllder 
and an inclinometer 

firn line, a lthough, since it is a n accumu la tion zone, they might have been ex pected to 
decrease in this case. T his indicates that this tributary glacier thickens towards the bottom 
of the ice fa ll. 

The leading or down-glacier edges of some of these waves have a reas of dirt which are 
visib le after pel"iods of ab la tion without precipitation , however these areas a re proba bly 
caused by grea ter a blation a nd less accumu la tion on the wave fronts than in the troughs, 
which exposes dirt layers in t he firn. 

THE R ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DARK BANDS AND WAVES 

Dark bands occur normally on the down-g lacier slopes of the waves. They never occur 
a bove the wave system but appear first on or near the wave system a nd may extend down 
g lacier righ t to the terminus. 

T he evidence from the eastern fork of V immelskaftet is especiall y significant in that a 
complex system of m ultip le waves has a dark band on the down-g lacier crest of each wave; 
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this demonstrates that there is a relationship between the waves and the dark bands and that 
it is not merely the coincidence of two annual formations. This implies that the waves and 
the dark bands both result from the same process. 

THEORIES OF BAND FORMATION 

The typical darkening of the dark bands beneath a wave ogive system, occurring during 
the summer season , indicates that the glacier surface is washed almost clean of dirt by the 
spring melt and that the dirt visible later in the season is mostly collected during that year. 
King and Lewis ( lg61 ) also reported this and attributed it to more dirt being brought to the 
surface of the dark bands by summer ablation. If this were the main effect, it would seem that, 
contrary to observation, the bands observed in Iceland should be darker than the ones 
investigated in Greenland, because the Greenlandic glaciers are on the edge of an extensive 

Fig. 6. Fine bands oJ coarse crystals marked out in a stream bed ky the trapped dirt. These are in the dark part oJ an ogive Oil 

Ly ngbrm, Greenland. The rule is extended I m . 

ice sheet with little exposed land to provide sources of dirt for the predominantly catabatic 
continental wind system, so that the atmosphere contains little dust to be collected by precipi
tation; therefore the amount of dirt contained within the ice should be small. On the other 
hand, in Iceland the ice cap is much smaller, so that it cannot generate its own wind system 
to the same extent, and winds from inland may collect dust from the lava plateaux which will 
be trapped by precipitation as the wind blows across an ice cap ; it would therefore be expec ted 
that this ice would contain considerably more dirt; also, since the rate of ablation is higher, 
it would be expec ted that the dirt bands should be the more pronounced. 

I would suggest that the dominant mechanism is the preferential adsorption of locally 
generated wind-blown dust (as opposed to the continental effects of wind-blown dust con
sidered in the previous paragraph) and that the bands in Greenland were darker because 
there were considerable sources of dust beside the glaciers in question. This suggestion 
removes another difficulty of the ablation theory, namely tha t the dark bands usually start 
some distance below the wave ogives although the crystalline structure of the bands con
sidered later is plainly visible in the wave ogives, so that ablation would be expected to· 
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expose some dirt banding in the wave system since it has been noted that most of the dirt in a 
dark band has b een coll ected during a single season. However, preferential adsorption of 
wind-b lown dust would on ly be effective further down the glacier, since the dust-forming 
rock outcrops are typically beside the lower part of the ice fa ll and the catabatic wind wi ll 
drift the du t down-glacier from there, with the resul t that it wi ll be adsorbed below th e wave 
system itself. 

King and Lewis ( 1961 ) give a good description of typical dark ba nds as consisting of fine 
bands of coarser ice crysta ls with concentrations of surface dirt. The appearance of these fine 
bands, exposed in a stream bed on Lyngbnc, is shown in Figure 6, whi le Figure 7 shows the 
fine bands in a similar position in one of th e light parts of an og ive. Some illuminating 
experiments were made on these ogives. 

First one of these narrow bands traversing a deepl y cut stream had the top few inches of 
surface ice axed away so that a fresh section was exposed ; no noticeab le dirt was then visible. 

Fig. 7. GlplalLille ballds ill a iighi /Jarl oJ Ihe ogiue. Com/Jared wilh Figure 6 there are 1101 as mall )' ballds /lor sllch broad Olle.1 
allrllh~)' have 11 01 colLected as IIWC" dirl beeanse ~r a /iller cl),slai slmelllre 

A sm a ll poo l was then made a t the top of the ban d a nd fi lled with pmple dye. T his d ye 
perco lated slowly down through the ice, but spread m uch more qui ckly through th e b and of 
coarser crysta ls in which it a ppea red to have a tenden cy to remain. T h e conclusion dra wn was 
that the band of coa rse crys tals held a rela tively la rge a mount of in te rstitia l \\'a ter, tra pped by 
capill a ry ac tion , a nd that the dye so lu tion d iffused more ra pid ly th rough lhi s; wind-blown 
dust should therefo re be preferentia lly adsorbed by th ese bands. King a nd Lcwis sugges t that 
the tra p ping of d irt carried by surface water is a lso g rea ter in these coa rse bands, a nd it 
seem s that this is a lso a contributing factor though n o t th e ma in one . 

Secondly, ba nd counts were m a d e. Table I summa rizes the m easurements mad e on the 
frequency of occurren ce and rela ti ve importance of th ese narrow, coarsely crysta lline b a nds in 
the major dark a nd white bands a long the bed of a stream where the bands were well marked. 
The measurements are not easy to m ake, even apa rt from the ha nd ica p of working in a 
g lacia l stream, since the crystalline changes a re not very sharply d e fin ed and a lso it is not 
prac ticable to selec t sample leng ths on an entirely ra ndom basis, so that the relatively la rge 
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standard deviations in the total percentage widths of the coarsely crystalline bands in the 
white and dark bands are to be expected. The conclusion that these bands are about three 
times as important in the dark bands as in the light ones is however valid. 

These crystalline bands are characterized by their great lateral extent and their parallel 
arrangement both with respect to each other a nd with respect to the wave system. It is 
therefore perfectly natural to try and associate them with major crevasses on the ice fall, and 
King and Lewis suggest that the difference between the white and dark parts of the ogive are 
due to the crystalline bands being formed by the infilling of crevasses on the ice fall, which 
will be filled with relatively clean snow in winter and snow containing more melt water and 
dirt in summer; the crevasses then close and compact the infilled snow to form the band. The 
band counts made on Lyngbra: suggest a different reason for the contrast between the white 
and dark parts of the ogive ; namely that it is due to relatively different proportions of coarse 
crystalline bands. Furthermore, since one wave is formed per year; if the crystalline bands 
are due to crevasses on the ice fall, the band counts show that there must be approximately 
one thousand major crevasses on the ice fall each year, which I believe is wrong by an order 
of magnitude. 

I conclude that the major source of these narrow bands is in the cwm zone directly above 
the ice fall. My experiences have been that the frequency of crevasses in the cwm is con
siderably higher than on the ice fall itself and that, as the ice is moving slower in the cwm, it 
seems likely that a thousand crevasses could open and shut in a section corresponding to one 
year's movement during the time that it takes to traverse the crevassed zone at the head of 
the ice fall. 

I consider that infilling of the crevasse with snow, or percolation of melt water is not an 
essential criterion for the formation of a narrow band as I believe that regelation effects 
produced by the pressure of closure of the crevasse would be adequate to permit the ice to 
sinter into larger crystals. As a crevasse opens it will form sides with slightly irregular rough 
surfaces. Small relative movement will ensure that, when the crevasse closes, the surfaces will 
no longer mate perfectly. Contact will initially be made at a few isolated points and the forces 
producing closure of the crevasse wi ll generate very high local pressures which will be relieved 
by pressure melting. The small amounts of water thus formed will refreeze and, because of 
the lower surface energy of larger crystals, the refreezing will take place preferentially on the 
larger crystals. This complete regelation cycle of local pressure build up, presssure melting 
and subsequent refreezing, will occur at many points on the sides of the crevasse. Migration 
will occur while the crevasse closes and there wi ll be a sintering effect. The net result will be 
an increase in the crystal size at the line of the crevasse. 

Since a section will have crevasses opening in different places in different years as it moves 
across the cwm, an approximately uniform distribution of narrow bands in the glacier at the 
top of the ice fall would be expected; from a brief inspection of the upper part of the Lyngbra: 
ice fall I believe that this may be the case there . The bunching of these crystalline bands to 
form the broad dark and light bands associated with the wave system is, I suggest, the result 
of the same mechanism which forms the waves themselves. 

WAVE THEORIES 

Comparing wave systems found under different regimes it would seem that, in general, the 
cold er the glacier the greater is the amplitude of the waves. In this respect, the contrast 
between the Greenlandic and Icelandic glaciers was most marked. Studies of aerial and 
reconnaissance photographs from other regions (Alaska, Axel Heiberg Island, Norway, 
Switzerland) a lso support this conclusion. 

Nye's theory of differential ablation (Nye, 1958) , a lthough a plausible explanation for the 
Austerdalsbre wave systems, cannot be directly expanded to explain the formation of multiple 
wave systems with varying numbers of waves formed each year, as we observed in Greenland ; 
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TABLE 1. B AND COUNTS O N LV NGB RA': 

Counts of numbers o f na rrow, coarsely c rys ta lline bands contained in standard 40 in . (1·01 m. ) sample length 
(m easured a long g lacie r Row) in major a lte rna ting dark a nd white band sequence . 

Est imates of total w idth of fine bands and percentage of sample. 

COllnt I 

Exposures in stream approximately I · 5 km. from glacier 's terminus. 

Number of Total width 
Band fine bands 111 . 

White 4 7 
Dark b 13 
White 0 0 
Dark ' 4 18 
White 5 6 
Dark 15 19 
""hite 11 16 
Dark ' 3 18 
White 7 5 
Dark 14 17 

COllnt 2 

E xposures in stream approxima tely 3 km . from glacier 's te rminus. 

Number of Total w idth 
Band fine bands I ll. 

Dark 11 13 
White 6 5 
Dark 11 12 
White 5 3 
Dark 7 15 
White 4 3 
Dark 7 12 
White 2 3 
Dark 11 13 
White 3 3 
Dark 10 11 
White 5 4 
Dark 14 18 
White 5 5 
Dark 16 ' 9 
White 5 4 
D a rk 11 13 
White 12 9 
Da rk 14 17 
White b 6 
D a rk 14 17 
White 3 2 

Da rk 10 16 
White 7 6 

M ean percentage widths occupied by fin e, coarsely crys talline bands: 

Percentage 

18 
33 

o 

Percentage 

33 
12 
30 
8 

38 
9 

30 
8 

32 
9 

22 
10 
42 
13 
47 
10 
33 
22 
43 
15 
42 

5 
40 
15 

White ba nd ' 3 per cen t ± 8 p e r cent standa rd devia tion 

Dark band 38 pcr cent ± 8 per cent standard devia tion 

nor is it a satisfactory explanation of the type of wave system fo und above the firn line in 
Alaska ; further difficulties are a lso a ppa rent in the consideration o f' wave systems which start 
high up on an ice fall. 

Comparison of the widely different wave systems described suggests that there is not very 
much in common and that the d etails of the mechanisms of their formations may vary; 
however there are some common fea tures. 

First, ice falls are typically relatively fas t moving and the glacier's thickness is genera ll y 
considerably reduced so that any unevennesses in the rock bed , such as rock steps, will cause 
relatively large variations in the g lacier's thickness. 
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Secondly, I would suggest that there is a seasonal fluctuation in the mass flow of ice on a 
wave-forming ice fa.!!. This could be caused by differential ablation, as in Nye's theory, in 
the case of many temperate a lpine type glaciers, which would therefore have approximately 
constant velocity but seasonal fluctuations in glacier thickness ; or alternatively, the varying 
mass flow could be caused by seasonal fluctuations in the glacier's velocity at or near the top 
of the ice fall; small velocity fluctuations have been observed by E lliston (1962) on temperate 
glaciers. This latter process would seem likely to be the wave-forming mechanism for the 
system described on the Eldridge glacier, where the summer accumulation pattern, accent
uated by the very large number of avalanches entering the cwm during the summer (as 
shown in Figure 4) , means that there is a considerable increase in the amount of ice in the 
cwm at this time, which will cause a seasonal increase in the rate of outflow. 

Seasonal fluctuations of mass flow might be reasonably expected on ice falls where there is 
much avalanching, as on Svinafel1sjokul1; but on Lyngbne there was little avalanching and 
less ablation than on Svinafellsjokull so that the relative ablation should be less, unless the 
glacier should prove to be much thinner. Since the waves had a much greater amplitude on 
Lyngbra: this must presumably be a velocity flu c tuation effect. We measured the summer 
velocity on Lyngbra: directly beneath the ice fall, and this agreed well with the annual 
movement inferred from the wave-length of the wave ogives at this point; however, this is no 
evidence against the velocity fluctuation theory since the theory refers to fluctuations at the 
top of the ice fall, or at least to fluctuations at some point above the wave system. 

Unfortunately it is obviously very difficult to measure a glacier's velocity near the top of 
an ice fa ll ; photogrammetric methods are not very suitable and the scarcity of possible 
triangulation points, let alone the mountaineering access problem, makes survey difficult. 
Evidence for large seasonal velocity fluctuations is therefore scant, in fact the main reason for 
suggesting it is that it is very difficult to understand how a complex, multiple wave system, 
as found on the eastern fork of Vimmelskaftet, could be formed without such a process. 

If such a fluctuation of velocity at the top of the ice fall is assumed, and there exists a 
system of multiple steps on the rock floor of the glacier, a system of multiple waves is under
standable; furthermore, if the rock steps are not continuous across the valley, we would 
expect discontinuities in the wave system as observed on Vimmelskaftet. In addition , if the 
seasonal fluctuations are of varying magnitudes, it is possible to conceive that, with a mild 
fluctuation, not a ll the rock steps will produce waves, whereas, for a bigger fluctuation, more 
waves will be formed. 

Velocity fluctuations at the top of an ice fall which are smoothed out to a more uniform 
velocity at the bottom of the ice fall, would cause a bunching effect of the postulated uniformly 
distributed narrow crystalline bands, originating from the cwm zone, which produce the dark 
and light bands. 

A further observation supporting this theory is that, on Lyngbra:, we observed the form
ation of multiple waves, and the annual complement appeared to be formed concurrently, 
not sequentially as would be anticipated from the ablation modulation theory. 

The coalescing of multiple waves may be explicable if a wave crest corresponds to a 
minimum of compressive strain and a wave trough to a maximum; consideration of a m ajor 
wave with a subsidiary wave beneath it suggest that there will be a very big compression in 
the trough between the two tending to make them coalesce with the subsidiary being merged 
into the leading edge of the major wave. 

To summarize, it is considered that waves are formed by seasonal fluctuations in the mass 
of ice flowing over rock steps on the bed of a relatively shallow part of a glacier. The fluctu
ations are produced by variations of glacier thickness, such as may be caused by a lternation 
between ablation and precipitation, or by variation of the glacier's velocity above the wave
forming step. The latter mechanism is considered to be normally of greatest importance since 
it also produces the bunching of the narrow coarse crystalline bands which form the dark 
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bands associated with the wave ogives. The dark bands a re formed by preferential adso rp tion 
of w in d-blown dust by the coarse crysta lline bands. 
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